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PRESS RELEASE 
Würzburg, January 25, 2019 

 

QOOL Box wins ISPO Gold Award 

The QOOL Box receives recognition for its outstanding performance and quality as the ISPO Award 

Gold Winner in the category outdoor.   

The QOOL Box sets unseen precedent on how goods, such as food and drinks, are kept cold or warm. 

The thermal insulation box convinces with excellent design and outstanding functionality. It is based 

on aero-space technology and is built with vacuum insulation panels. This technology is known as the 

world’s most superior thermal insulation material due to its high performance, space saving abilities 

and long service life. The QOOL Box gives the end consumer access to a cooler that can keep the 

desired temperature for several days - in all climates and independent of any power supply. The 

QOOL Box is available in two sizes: 27 liter optimized for up to sixteen 0,5L bottles and 43 liter which 

can store up to twenty-four 0,5L bottles. The inside temperature is maintained with especially 

designed temperature elements which are available in five different ranges from -25°C up to +25°C.  
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ISPO is the world’s largest multi-segment trade fair for sporting goods and sportswear. The ISPO 

award is acknowledged as a prestigious award that identifies the industry’s most innovative new 

products. The award jury consist of 43 independent sport business professionals from 12 countries 

who evaluate the contestants based on pre-defined criteria such as the eco aspect, innovation, 

design, and functionality. The QOOL Box is selected as one of only five gold winners in the category 

outdoor equipment.  

This year’s ISPO takes place from the 3rd to 6th of February and QOOL is participating for the first 

time. Meet us in Munich in hall A4 booth 215! 

 

About QOOL  

The QOOL Box was launched in June 2018. Thanks to the latest high-performance insulation and 

professional temperature storage, what is warm stays warm and what is cold stays cold. The 

company behind continuously develop and invest in research and improvements of the products and 

technologies. The vision is to increase thermal energy efficiency around the globe and provide 

innovative cooling technology for everyday use. QOOL guarantees superior production standards and 

is committed to German-made quality. The high quality box provides ultimate freedom and does not 

compromise on performance while reducing energy consumption to support a greener future. 

For more information or to buy the QOOL Box: www.qool-products.com. 
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